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ECOVERB COTTON FIBER ACOUSTIC PANELS

RECEIVING AND HANDLING
Panels should be stored in a dry/controlled area. Handle the acoustic panels carefully to avoid damage to the face or the edges. 
Do not twist or bow the panels during installation.

INSTALLATION TOOLS
• Stick pins (Gemco) that are 0.5” to 1” longer than the panel is thick
• Screws (one per stick pin) or construction adhesive (Loctite Power Grab, Liquid Nails, or equivalent)
• Wire cutters

HOW TO INSTALL

STICK PIN INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Determine all panel locations. Inspect the mounting surface to ensure suitable for mounting panels. Stick pins are very 
effective for ceilings with flat bars or ridges that hang lower than the rest of the ceiling (panel spans across them).

Secure stick pins to the wall or ceiling using the recommended construction adhesive. If mounting to a ceiling, also 
fasten pins to the structure with screws appropriate for the mounting surface.

To apply adhesive to the stick pin, smear the adhesive onto the entire back of the pin in sufficient thickness to make 
good contact with the structure. If a significant amount of the construction adhesive oozes through the holes in the 
clip, it is too thick. A little bit of oozing is good to grab the pin 3-dimensionally.

Once the construction adhesive sets, push the panel onto the stick pins so that the pin sticks through the front of the 
panel. Use washers to secure the panel without compressing it.

Cut off remaining metal pin with wire cutters. If desired, apply dome caps over the remaining pin tip. You also can paint 
the washers.
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MIDDLE STICK PINS OPTIONAL,
BUT STRONGLY RECOMMENDED

FOR PANELS WITH A DENSITY
LESS THAN 6LB PER CUBIC FOOT

STICK PIN ADHERED
AND/OR SCREWED

TO WALL 24" OC MAX


